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        without prejudice, and cannot be created without inhibition, if at           
        the same time we impose on it-in our judging and in our creating—    
        rules that can be no more than arbitrary, limited, and always mat 
        ters of debate vulnerable to refutation.49
How then, can one judge literature? It is not the form that we must judge, by its adherence to certain arbitrary standards, but whether or not the form and the content, the pattern and the substance, work together in an organic fashion to create unity, shape, and density. In a good poem, the form will always grow out of the content: an experience will find iis appropriate expression. And so, in judging any art, he declares that, "there is no final authority but the artist, and no final authority for the critic but the poem itself."50
Accompanying this New Critical stance is a distaste for academia, a mistrust of the entire process of intellectualization of art or nature. In this he     joins Kerouac in his utter disrespect for established conventions. Kerouac once said, why bother to give interviews on the art of writing when his writing is one long self-interview, saying everything. As a haiku poet, McClintock has this same mistrust of words, words used in the everyday manner, as distorting the true nature of things. He places a very high value on silence and on the unsaid. While this seems compatible with, even necessary to, his role as haiku poet, it creates difficulties for him as critic. He apologizes, "Sometimes I feel that there is entirely too much said about haiku, to the exclusion of any sensible comprehension of what these poems are all about. It is almost impossible for me to talk about haiku and not immediately regret what I have just said, much less communicate something significant the poem in its far better way not not communicated."51
        Yet McClintock recognizes the value, and even the necessity, of criticism, as we can see in his review of a collection of essays on the haiku by William J. Higginson. He writes, "The chief virtue of Mr. Higginson's contribution has  not been the shedding of new light before an enlightened audience, but the     literate presentation and application of familiar 20th century poetic and aest-thetic principles before an unenlightened audience."52 He espouses Higginson's methodology of, as he calls it, practical criticism. Here criticism is applied directly to the poem, and in this way is kept individual, immediate, and tied to the reality of the poem itself, not floating off into the abstract realm of intellectualizations about the nature of criticism. When we look at McClin-tock's own criticism of his fellow liaiku poets, this seems to be his methodology as well. He illustrates critical points with haiku of his own, or of the poet being reviewed. Commentary and poem are mutually supporting. I cannot overemphasize that for McClintock, the poem itself is of primary importance:
he always insists that the reader get back to the poem, for that is what is worth talking about.
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